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ABSTRACT 

Time-depth relationships (TDRs) can connect seismic and wireline logs, both essential 

characterization data of reservoirs. The seismic well tie is always a complex work on 

account of the complicated reservoir structures. Since seismic and logging data are 

responses of reservoir architectures, the seismic well tie can be efficiently improved 

constrained by the reservoir architectures. This study adopts a clastic reservoir as the 

study area. Three architecture modes (i.e., normal cycle mode, inverse-normal cycle 

mode, and homogeneous-normal cycle mode) are summarized based on 

combinations of architecture elements. For the generation of the synthetic 

seismograms, optimized wavelets (i.e., wavelet A, wavelet B, and wavelet C) are suitable 

for the wells belonging to normal cycle mode, inverse-normal cycle mode, and 

homogeneous-normal cycle mode, respectively. Precise TDRs are established by 

matching the synthetics and seismic traces. Wells belong to the same architecture 

mode and have similar TDRs. The two-way travel time is shortest in the same depth 

interval of homogeneous-normal cycle mode compared to other architecture modes. 
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1. Introduction 

Both seismic and wireline logs are essential data for reservoir characterization [1-4]. Seismic data are in the 

time domain; however, logging data are in the depth domain. Then, it is significant to establish the time-depth 

relationships (TDRs) between seismic and logging data [5-8]. The seismic well tie is a process of matching the 

waveform of synthetic seismograms, which is generated from wavelets and reflection coefficients in wells and 

adjacent seismic traces [9]. To date, researchers propose many approaches to improve the seismic well tie. 

Cubizolle et al. employ a real-time synthetic model to determine the time shift value during the seismic well tie 

[10]. This method allows checking the global consequences of local change in the TDR. Zhang et al. perform the 

seismic well tie using both synthetic seismogram and impedance log [11]. For every target well, the synthetic 

seismogram and impedance log are aligned to the nearby trace and inverted impedance, respectively. Wu et al. 

propose a variable-size window resampling algorithm and integrate it with a convolutional neural network to 

conduct seismic well tie [12]. However, current approaches do not employ geological features in the process of the 

seismic well tie [13,14]. The seismic data are the responses of reservoir architectures [15,16]. Thus, constrained by 

the reservoir architectures, the seismic well tie can be efficiently improved.  

This study aims to establish precise TDRs constrained by modes of reservoir architecture. A clastic reservoir 

with abundant seismic and logging data is selected as a study area. Firstly, main architecture elements are 

analyzed based on cores in the studied interval. Secondly, multiple architecture modes are summarized according 

to the combination of architectural elements. Thirdly, seismic well ties are conducted by the constrain of 

architecture modes. Finally, precise TDRs are revealed for the target interval. 

For the methodology, we summarize the modes of the reservoir architecture based on vertical lithology 

sequence. Totally three wells’ core description data are analyzed. Moreover, we conduct the match of synthetic 

seismograms and seismic traces by shifting, stretching, and squeezing the synthetics computed from wireline logs 

and optimized wavelets. Correction coefficients between synthetic seismograms and seismic traces are employed 

to evaluate the accuracy of the seismic well tie. 

2. Geological Setting 

The BX Oilfield, a clastic reservoir in the middle and later stage of development, is selected as the study target. 

The reservoir is located in the Bohaiwan Basin, an oil-bearing basin in north China [17,18]. Totally 16 vertical wells 

were drilled in the study area. However, horizontal wells are not used to establish TDR because their two-way 

travel times in the target zone are limited.  

This research focuses on the second parasequence (i.e., IIB parasequence) in the Minghuazhen Formation (Fig. 

1). The burial depth of the IIB ranges from 1120 m to 1280 m, and its average thickness is 102.21 m. Moreover, the 

IIB corresponds to a fifth-order sedimentary cycle, including three sixth-order sedimentary cycles (i.e., IIB1–IIB3 

from bottom to top). For the spatial distribution pattern of the sixth-order sedimentary cycles, IIB2 and IIB3 are 

normal steady cycles in the study area. However, inverse and homogeneous cycles are locally developed in the 

IIB1.  

3. Lithological and Geophysical Properties of Architecture Modes 

3.1. Architecture Elements 

The IIB is a typical delta front deposit [19,20]. Multiple architecture elements are substantial components of the 

sedimentary cycles. According to cores and wireline logs analyses, there are eight architecture elements in the IIB 

(Fig. 2). As shown in Figs 2a–2c, the distributary channel in IIB contains three kinds of vertical lithology sequences. 

Besides the general fining-upward sequence (Fig. 2a), mud with massive stratifications is deposited within the 

lithology sequence (Fig. 2b), and conglomeratic siltstone with massive stratifications is sedimented in the bottom 

of the sequence in some cores (Fig. 2c). As shown in Figs 2d and 2e, the mouth bar in IIB contains two kinds of 

vertical lithology sequences. One of the sequences contains three lithofacies (i.e., siltstone with trough 
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stratification, siltstone with horizontal stratification, and fine sandstone with trough stratification from bottom to 

top, Fig. 2d), and another is made up of two lithofacies (i.e., argillaceous siltstone with wavy stratification and 

siltstone with massive stratification, Fig. 2e). For the interdistributary bay in the IIB, three vertical lithology 

sequences are observed from cores (Fig. 2f–2h). Besides mud with massive stratifications, siltstone with wavy and 

massive stratifications acts as thin intervals within the sequence. 

 

Figure 1: Sequence stratigraphy of well W02 in the study area. 

 

Figure 2: Schematic diagrams of (a-c) distributary channel, (d-e) mouth bar, and (f-h) interdistributary bay. 
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Distributary channels are major architectural elements in the study area. According to the interpretation in 

wells, the average thicknesses of distributary channels are 16.95 m, 10.31m, and 10.73 m in IIB1, IIB2, and IIB3, 

respectively.  

3.2. Architecture Modes  

The vertical combinations of multiple architecture elements are divided into three modes (Fig. 3); normal cycle 

mode, inverse-normal cycle mode, and homogeneous-normal cycle mode. As shown in Fig. 3a, every sixth-order 

cycle in the normal cycle mode is combined by a distributary channel and interdistributary bay. The seismic 

reflection coefficients get larger and denser from bottom to top in every sixth-order cycle. In the study area, the 

normal cycle mode is the most common. As shown in Fig. 3b, the IIB2 and IIB3 are combined by distributary 

channel and interdistributary bay in inverse-normal cycle mode; however, IIB1 is combined by mouth bar and 

interdistributary bay. Correspondingly, for inverse-normal cycle mode, the seismic reflection coefficients get 

smaller and sparser from bottom to top in the IIB1, and they get larger and denser from bottom to top in the IIB2 

and IIB3. As shown in Fig. 3c, the IIB2 and IIB3 are combined by distributary channel and interdistributary bay in 

homogeneous-normal cycle mode; however, IIB1 is made up of interdistributary bay. Correspondingly, for the 

homogenous-normal cycle mode, the seismic reflection coefficients are homogenous in the IIB1, and they get 

larger and denser from bottom to top in the IIB2 and IIB3. Therefore, the architecture modes control the 

distribution of the seismic reflection coefficients, which directly impact the synthetic pattern during the seismic 

well tie. 

 

Figure 3: Schematic diagrams of (a) normal cycle mode, (b) inverse-normal cycle mode, and (c) homogeneous-normal cycle 

mode. 

4. Seismic Well Tie and Time-Depth Relationships 

4.1. Seismic Well Tie for Multiple Architecture Modes 

The seismic well tie for all the vertical wells in the study area is based on the match of synthetics and seismic 

traces. As shown in Fig. 4a, well W06 belongs to the normal cycle mode. After seven rounds of comparison, it is 

found that using wavelet A (Fig. 6a) can obtain the best synthetic matching the seismic trace adjacent to well W06. 

The correction coefficient of the synthetic and seismic trace is 0.91 (Fig. 4a). Well W02 also belongs to the normal 

cycle mode. When wavelet A is applied for the seismic well tie, the synthetic matches the seismic trace well (Fig. 

4b). Thus, wavelet A is suitable for wells that are in normal cycle mode to conduct seismic well tie.  

When wavelet A is applied for well W12 to conduct seismic well tie, the generated synthetic can not match the 

seismic trace in the lower part (Fig. 5a). As indicated by the architecture elements combination, the IIB in well W12 

belongs to the inverse-normal cycle mode. Then, new wavelets should be extracted from the adjacent seismic 

trace. After four rounds of comparison, it is found that using wavelet B (Fig. 6b) can obtain the best synthetic, 
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matching the seismic trace adjacent to well W12 (Fig. 5b). Other wells developed the inverse-normal cycle mode 

can also find good synthetics using wavelet B. 

 

Figure 4: Seismic well tie in well (a) W06 and (b) W02 using wavelet A. 

 

Figure 5: Seismic well tie in well W12 using (a) wavelet A and (b) wavelet B. 

Similarly, a new wavelet should be extracted from the seismic trace for wells that belongs to the homogeneous-

normal cycle mode. After five rounds of comparison, it is found that wavelet C (Fig. 6c) is best for seismic well tie 

of homogeneous-normal cycle mode. Therefore, architecture modes obviously impact the process of the seismic 

well tie. 

 

Figure 6: (a) Wavelet A, (b) wavelet B, and (c) wavelet C for the seismic well tie in the study area. 
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4.2. Time-Depth Relationships Constrained by Architecture Modes 

TDR of every well is obtained after seismic well ties. All wells have an approximate linear relationship between 

two-way travel time (TWT) and depth. However, wells that belong to the same architecture mode have similar 

TDRs. As shown in Fig. 6a, solid lines represent the TDRs for the normal cycle modes. Well W11 is a typical well 

that belongs to the normal cycle modes; the TWT is the longest in the same depth interval compared to other 

architecture modes (Fig. 6b). Dotted lines represent the TDRs for the homogenous-normal cycle modes. For well 

W16, which is a typical well that belongs to the homogenous-normal cycle modes, the TWT is shortest in the same 

depth interval compared to other architecture modes (Fig. 6b).  

 

Figure 7: Time-depth relationship of (a) every well and (b) architecture mode in the study area. 

5. Conclusions 

This study establishes the TDRs for a fifth-order cycle constrained by modes of the reservoir architecture, and 

specific conclusions are summarized as follows: 

a. Three modes of architecture element combinations are developed in the study interval. They are normal 

cycle mode, inverse-normal cycle mode, and homogeneous-normal cycle mode, respectively. 

b. Multiple wavelets are applied for the seismic well tie in the study interval. Wavelet A, wavelet B, and wavelet 

C are suitable for the wells belonging to normal cycle mode, inverse-normal cycle mode, and homogeneous-

normal cycle mode, respectively. 

c. Wells belong to the same architecture mode have similar TDRs. The TWT is shortest in the same depth 

interval of homogeneous-normal cycle mode compared to other architecture modes. 
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